Cornhill
This is an important and vibrant space within the centre of the town. It incorporates the market
square and adjoins the Buttermarket to the north and east. and extends to the south connecting
with Abbeygate Street, Guildhall Street and Woolhall Street. To the north is Brentgovel Street and
St Johns Street. Various passageways divide the western side and link Cornhill to St Andrew Street
South and the early 21st C Arc shopping/leisure development. A pedestrianised area adjacent to the
Market Cross also links Cornhill to the Traverse.
The whole of Cornhill is part of the commercial heart of Bury St Edmunds and as such is rather dominated by commercial premises often with shopfronts on the ground floor. However, in architectural terms the street has some of the town’s most important historic buildings including Moyses Hall
(Grade 1), the Market Cross (Grade 1) the former fire station/library and the Corn Exchange both
(Grade 2). There are other commercial premises which are also listed, including the former Boots
(now W H Smith) and the building at the northern corner onto Brentgrovel Street (now Edmundos
and formerly the Griffin Hotel), but the others are something of a mixed bag, all broadly similar in
scale, at least in vertical terms, being generally three storeys in height, and a wide mixture of dates
and styles.
The appearance of the east side of the street is architecturally dominated by the large neo classically inspired former Civic buildings in white bricks with stone dressings while the west and north of
the market square is much less homogeneous, displaying the history of commercial development
and redevelopment. Few of these are individually inspiring.
The market square itself is a splendid urban space and historically important location. It was one of
the markets laid out by Abbot Baldwin in the 12th C and still is used for that function twice weekly
when it truly comes into its own as a public space. The remarkably handsome South African War
monument (Grade 2) is for the remainder of the time sadly surrounded by the ubiquitous motor
cars when, for five days out of the week, it assumes the role of a parking lot. However, there are
proposed plans for pedestrianisation and improved surfaces which should enhance the appearance
and ambience of this part of the town centre. Some works were carried out to the public realm
around Cornhill in the late 20th C and resulted in parts already being pedestrianised and given wider
pavements. These works also included the planting of some trees which now partially obscure the
frontage of some buildings.
Having said all that, Cornhill together with the adjacent Buttermarket forms one of the most important commercial locations in the town and despite the pressures which come from that there
are, along with the listed buildings, other highlights and overall there is a busyness and interest provided by the built environment which is an important part of the character of the Town Centre Conservation Area. The appearance and use of buildings in Cornhill have been subject to considerable
change throughout history e.g. Cornhill was once a location for several hotels but these all ceased
trading mainly in the late 20th C. They have since been converted into shops and restaurants in response to the growth of commercial demand for that type of floorspace as the town has developed
and changed in recent years. Further adaptations to premises can be expected in the future.
1 Cornhill
This is a three storey red brick building apparently dating from the 1960s or 70s. It was built to fit
between two period buildings flanking it and it shares their eave height and that they have shop
units at ground floor level. There are two bays of fenestration at first and second floors and the
windows appear to be metal framed sashes, with secondary glazing and soldier course lintols.
At ground floor there is a recessed area to the south, this has both the shop entrance door and
teak (1960s/70s) period glazed doors to upper storey offices. The shop unit has a front which is presumably contemporary with the rest of the building, with a modern plastic fascia, while above the
recess to the south is another similar fascia relating to the office accommodation on the upper
floors. To the south is what maybe an original stone faced pilaster, while to the north a similar detail is painted. The roof is not visible but there are ogee metal rainwater goods.
This is the ultimate polite building in the conservation area. Although some of the detailing could be
improved especially the ground floor frontage, it is hard to fault the general form of the building
but the property is hard to get excited about either. The contribution it makes to the conservation
area is, therefore, neutral.

2 Cornhill
This is a handsome building which appears to date from the early 19 th C. but its origins may be even
earlier. It is a large building which has five bays of fenestration onto Cornhill but a further eight to the
west in Woolhall Street. It traded as the Everards Hotel until it closed in 1987 and was then extensively remodelled but with the facades being retained. The alterations included the removal of much, if
not all, of the interior. The property now functions with ground floor shops and separate offices
above.
It is in three storeys of stucco render finish with architraved multi-pane sash windows regularly spaced
at first and second floors and with others at ground floor on the Woolhall Street elevation, three in
the eastmost bay, and one in the westmost and here otherwise are two period style modern shop
fronts interspersed, one at the centre, where the frontage breaks forward, and one at the extreme
west end.
The Cornhill elevation has a splendid entrance door case with engaged Doric columns and lead camed
decorative fanlight and an arched portico on carved console brackets. Apparently ‘original’ doors but
with glass inserted in their upper panels. This elevation also has a pair of flanking period style modern
shop fronts.
The roof is not visible but there are ogee metal rainwater goods and two white brick chimney stacks
on the Cornhill range.
In some ways it is hard to understand why this building is not ‘Listed’ but the internal alterations carried out in the late 1980s regrettably compromised the architectural and historic interest of the building. But, externally it is a fine building with high quality elements, and especially the entrance on Cornhill which would grace any Regency building. The building’s facades make a very strong positive contribution to the conservation area.
area.
3-4 Cornhill
This building is something of a conundrum and really needs more research. It is a large building, again
stretching back into Woolhall Street.
What the building appears to be is a mid 20th C Neo-Georgian commercial development in three storeys of stucco rendered finish, with two storeys on the return frontage in Woolhall Street. There are
shops on the ground floor and a restaurant on part of the first floor entered from its own doorway on
Woolhall Street. The Cornhill elevation has seven bays of fenestration, with the centre breaking forward with a single window, and has a parapet, with a cornice and plain frieze and a plat band; a plat
band at first floor level with another cornice below this; and a deep fascia below which are two large
flanking shop fronts and a central one with pilasters. The southern bay also breaks forward and the
cornices both turn into the plain strip of wall which terminates the elevation, the plat bands continue
around this though, and along the elevation to Woolhall Street. All the shop fronts are modern and
are metal framed with large glass panels.
The conundrum comes from the fenestration which is in multipane sashes in a late 18 th C style and
convincingly enough done. The window opening have shallow arched openings and the sash boxes are
set back behind the masonry, the building must surely be in rendered brickwork. This leads to the conclusion that it must be interwar rather than authentically early 19 th C which on the surface it appears,
but very well done.
The elevation to Woolhall Street has a single bay of three storeys to the east and then six bays of two
storey to the west. Here the design is simpler and more obviously from the interwar period with a
plain parapet and the plat bands which feature on the Cornhill elevation. At ground floor there are
four shop fronts to the east, where the building breaks back and to the west three openings one with
a sash window (sans bars), a modern entrance door and a smaller shop window converted to a display
panel.
The roofs generally are not visible but a small plant housing with corrugated cladding and what appears to be a flue but which is actually a mobile phone antenna are at the rear - these could be more
detracting than they are.

5-6 Cornhill (Iceland)
This is a commercial shop building that dates from the 1960s but which has been remodelled
since then. It was built originally as a Sainsburys store and was one of the first supermarkets in
the town. The supermarket traded until the mid-1980s when Sainsburys relocated from the
town centre. The building was then altered to form a shopping arcade of shops known as ‘St
Edmunds Fayre’ which extended through from Cornhill to St Andrews Street at the rear. The
mall closed circa 1993 when it was reconfigured again to become a supermarket once more but
this time occupied by Iceland. The present appearance of the building dates from these late
1980s/early 1990s alterations and it now consists of three storeys of stucco finished walls in a
‘Post Modern’ style popular at that time. There is a retail floor at ground level while there is
ancillary accommodation on the upper floors.
The building is symmetrical with faux stone (?) string courses at first and second floor levels and
a coved cornice to a parapet with pediment to a central bay which breaks back from the general
wall plane. This central bay has a further recess housing a large arch headed window at second
floor and another large window on the first floor - here with a steel balustraded bow front balcony. Between these two windows is a wall clock. To the flanking bays are two windows at each
floor. All the windows have metal frames and subdivisions and are glazed with dark tinted glass.
At the ground floor is an almost full width shop front in a metal frame with a central door. This
level is set back from the upper floors at the same plane as their central bay while, otherwise,
the upper floors break forward.
The roof is not visible.
This is an elevation which has been considered and designed to respect its location. The dark
glass and window frames rather detract from what is a building which certainly otherwise is at
worst neutral in the conservation area.
7-10 Cornhill (Nat West)
This is a building which is of a design popular for new developments in conservation areas
(wherever they were) in the early 1970s. It has two storeys and a faux Mansard roof with clay
tiles and what appear to be painted metal. The ground floor is set back with a shallow colonnade with four polished granite faced columns, two to the extremes and two holding up the
central bay of three which make up the first floor, This central bay breaks forward. The building
has nine bays of fenestration at first floor, which is subdivided into three again, with the central
bay being that which breaks forward. The attic has three central dormers and two at each flank.
There is a faux stone cornice and frieze hiding a secret gutter at eaves level, and the concrete
beam at first floor level is exposed below the stucco. The first floor windows have stucco architraves. The first floor windows appear to be three over three wooden sashes with vents while
the attic windows appear to be metal casements with secondary glazing. The ground floor to
the south is the front of a bank and has a series of modern metal framed windows and panels
all set within a stucco rendered backing while to the north is a more conventional modern shop
front with aluminium framing within brindle brick surrounds.
The building turns into Central Walk and is similar in design there with six bays of fenestration
at first floor and similar ground floor treatment to the north end of the Cornhill elevation. This
elevation incorporates various shopfronts to retail units but the roof here is not visible. The
building has a return elevation on St Andrews Street South where there is a vehicular service
access.
This is another safe conservation area building which is inoffensive but neutral in the conservation area.

While the historic shop front and entrance are of interest and add to the conservation area, the
remaining parts of this building do not. This is a building which makes little attempt to either fit
into the context or to be a high quality architectural addition to it and therefore, it detracts from the
conservation area.

11-13 Cornhill (Boots)

This is a building (11-12 and 13) in two parts but sharing a large slated faux Mansard roof. It is a
new building from a 1980s redevelopment and is in two tall storeys of red brick to the south
and buff brick to the north. The southern part of the building has six bays on the first floor with
intermittent blind and fenestrated bays below a brick parapet with three bays of shop fronts
and recessed entrance at ground level. The fenestration is in wooden frames but the windows
appear blocked off to the rear. The shop fronts and entrance screens are in aluminium. While
the north part is clearly intended to imitate the appearance of a separate building no one is
fooled as the roof is shared, despite this northern section having an eave rather than a parapet.
This section has an historic mid-late 19th shop front and entrance (salvaged from the previous
building on the site) all of which seem to have no day to day real use as the windows are employed as poster sites and the doorway is just a fire escape route - the doorcase which is handsome joinery has significant wet rot in its dentilled pediment and Tuscan columns. This needs
urgent attention. At the first floor are three sash windows which also appear to be blocked off
to the rear under what appear to be faux gauged arches. Again the building has a return frontage to Central Walk but here the elevation is bland and inactive. There is also a shopfront and
entrance together with a large service access door on the elevation to St Andrews Street.
While the historic shop front and entrance are of interest and add to the conservation area, the
remaining parts of this building do not. This is a building which makes little attempt to either fit
into the context or to be a high quality architectural addition to it and therefore, it detracts
from the conservation area.
14 Cornhill (The Works)
This is a rarity in the Town Centre Conservation Area: a building in the ‘Art Deco’ style. Above a
much altered and somewhat mutilated ground floor the two storey building has a Portland
stone facing in that singular style from the late 1920s or early 1930s. The building has retail
floorspace at both ground and first floor levels although it is understood that there was formerly a snooker hall on the first floor. Built originally as a Burtons men’s outfitters store. There is a
black marble engraved foundation stone on the front elevation that was laid by the sons of
Montague Burton when construction commenced circa 1933.
At first floor the roof is hidden by a plain parapet and the façade breaks forward with a central
bay with three large steel framed windows set in characteristic architraves/cases, with decorative patterned glazing bars and blind sun burst fanlights. Between these are relief carved pilasters with scrolls and stylised acanthus leaves Flanking are two further windows, again with steel
frames, above which are relief carved panels. At the extremes are expressed rainwater hoppers
and pipes. Below this is a stylised cornice.
Below the cornice is a very deep later frieze in what appears to be stone and below this a shop
sign and modern shop front.
This is a characterful building which with some more sensitive arrangements at ground level
could make a greater contribution to the conservation area. As it is, with the somewhat detracting later alterations it’s contribution is somewhat compromised but it does, notwithstanding that, add positively to the variety of the conservation area.

17-18 Cornhill
This is the late 19th C Post Office building which served the town for more than a century before
privatisation resulted in it being sold for development and the Royal Mail offices being transferred to the first floor of the adjacent W H Smith shop to the south. That being said, what remains of the Victorian building is only the front elevation as the building, otherwise, was completely rebuilt in the 1960s. There is now planning permission to rebuild the 1960s elements and
to alter the front to enable the adjacent Market Thoroughfare to be widened to provide a better
pedestrian link to the Arc shopping centre. Therefore there seems little point describing the areas which will soon be little more than a memory - suffice it to say their loss will not be mourned
by many and the improvements to the passageway will be welcomed by many.
The Victorian elevation is in three storeys and three bays of red brick with stone dressings. It is
in a sort of ‘Tudorbethan’ style with mullioned windows and a carved relief pediment above a
parapet which hides the roof. The Ground floor is, as one would expect, the most decorative and
mainly stone with a continuous screen with a central tripartite window flanked by a bipartite
window to the north and a doorway to the south, with mirroring bipartite fanlight. The window
heads have trefoils, the doorway a four-centred arch and flanking it moulded drops with carved
bosses. Above this is a plain frieze with the original cast metal (?) sign ‘VR POST OFFICE VR’, in a
sort of Gothic script.
The upper floors have, supporting them, a moulded band with carved bosses. The fenestration
here is sash windows in stone frames. The pediment has flanking drops which have carved stone
bosses. There is a stone coping.
The north side of the building has a strip of modern brickwork which was installed when the
building to the north was truncated during works in the early 2000s. This will be removed as part
of the development plans.
This is a good period façade which makes a strong positive contribution to the conservation area.
19-21 Cornhill
This is a rather stylish building from the 1950s/60s. As described above in 17-18 Cornhill, this
building was truncated during works in the early 2000s when the bay which spanned over Market Thoroughfare was removed. Tthis means that, in common with 17-18 it has a strip of modern
brickwork on its south corner, and otherwise an area of modern rendered wall on its south elevation in the thoroughfare.
The building is, in common with the prevailing scale in this part of the conservation area, three
storeys. Here the ground floor is set back behind concrete piloti which support a concrete beam
which in turn supports the upper storeys elevation. This elevation is in red brick with faux stone
architraves to the eight second floor windows and exposed beam above the almost entirely
glazed first floor. The latter fenestration is a more recent alteration (carried out when the building was altered to accommodate a branch of Barclays Bank) but the former are contemporary
steel framed casements. The roof is hidden behind a plain parapet. The ground floor has modern
shop fronts. That to the south is an unremarkable conventional shop and to the north a rather
stylish recent bank front which is contemporary with the first floor glazing.
The modern glazing may not be everyone taste but, along with the rather elegant ’mid-century’
design of the building otherwise it adds interest to the conservation area because the activity
within is so visible from outside. Because of these factors the building’s contribution to the conservation area is positive on this elevation; the south elevation to the Market Thoroughfare has
no architectural or other interest.

24-26 Cornhil
Built for Woolworths in the late 50s/ 60s this is a very large Neo-Georgian building still thankfully occupied as retail units (now three rather than the single one) on the ground floor with
related offices above. The building has modern shop fronts at ground floor level, with original
polished granite faced columns/pilasters between. The central section occupied by Poundland
seems to retain the original form of the building with the familiar aluminium framed glazing set
back somewhat behind the colonnade allowing nostalgic memories of the original Woolworth’s
arrangement. Otherwise the two flanking shop front are of commonplace design.
Above the ground floor the elevation is in a grey/buff brick and has ten central bays of fenestration with flanking somewhat wider bays at each extreme, both with a single window at each
floor. Window joinery is multipane sashes the windows all have flat gauged arches with key
stones. There is a plain stone cornice below a plain parapet which has a stone coping. At second floor level the south most window is boarded over.
In some ways this is not a building that excites but its association with Woolworths (which
closed circa 2008) gives it a significance for many and its design is worthy if a little dull, but
overall it makes some limited positive contribution to the conservation area.
29 Cornhill (Greggs)
The shortest description this author ever gave to a building was ‘This is Greggs’. Well times
have changed and so have Greggs as they are no longer defined by their singular designs and
this curious and intriguing building rather illustrates that. This is a building with two low storeys
and is such a confection as a result of multiple changes over many years that it could almost be
any age. Further research would be necessary to discover quite what its origins are but it could
certainly date from the 17th C as it is faced in stucco render on a wooden frame. It also has a
very steep (slated now) roof which suggests it may have been thatched, which would mean it
would have had to have been built before the Great Fire of 1609. The plastic rainwater goods
are modern.
The building now has a modern shop front on its west elevation but facing Brentgovel Street it
has a collection of what appear randomly located sash windows of mixed dates including one of
the 20th C which forms a curious dormer and others mainly from the mid 19th C. There is also a
doorway with a half glazed door.
This is a curious building which needs further research to establish its true value, notwithstanding that it certainly adds positively to the conservation area although its shop front might be
improved.
30 Cornhill (Kaspa’s)
This is one of two buildings which are now occupied as a café/restaurant with associated rooms
over.
It is apparently of the late 17th/ early 18th C but could easily be earlier with later remodelling, it
has the familiar steeply pitched roof which (in common with no 29) could have been so as it
was originally thatched.
What is clear is that it has two storeys and an attic and the ground floor has a modern shop
front - this is affecting a late 19th C appearance but is clearly not of that date, but above this is a
pair of 18th C multipane sash windows with architraves set in a stucco finished wooden framed
wall. There is a lead clad dormer, again with a 20th C sash window with architraves in the slated
roof, this appears a later replacement in its entirety.
This is an interesting and old building which makes a strong positive contribution to the conservation area.

31 Cornhill (Kaspa’s)
This is now paired with no 30 although a late 19th C with a faux Victorian shop front at ground
floor level, matching that at no30, and with two storeys of stucco rendered accommodation
above. These upper floors have flanking pilasters with corbel brackets as capitals and at the
eave a moulded cornice – the roof is not visible from ground level.
There are three bays of fenestration equal sized windows at second floor and similar flanking a
larger bipartite window at first floor. The window joinery has all been replaced with curious multi pane casements which gives the building the look of an interwar ‘moderne’ construction.
Were this fenestration to be replaced as traditional two over two sashes with a tripartite where
the bipartite window this surely would reflect better what had originally been built. Almost certainly the original facade would have been brickwork rather than a stucco finish.

A building which has seen multiple changes over its life and which is neutral in the conservation
area.
32 Cornhill (H Samuel)
A simple late 19th C commercial building in three storeys with a shop at ground level and related
accommodation above. At ground floor is a modern shop front effecting to be Victorian while
above are two simple storeys of red brickwork with a pair of windows at each floor both with
two over two sashes within openings with flat gauged arches - all seeming to be original construction. The roof is not visible from ground level but the eave has a dentiled cornice. The fascia and the rainwater goods are plastic.
A good conservation area building and one that makes a solid positive contribution.
33-34 Cornhill (Earnest Jones)
These two buildings are almost identical to no 32, but where the latter has an eave these have a
parapet and cornice.
Again the paired shop fronts are modern but effecting Victorian style and the first floor windows
are two over two sashes rather than one over one and they have a lead dressed wooden cornice
which runs into the eave of No32. Red brick chimney stack obvious above parapet.
A pair of good conservation area buildings and ones that makes a solid positive contribution.
35 Cornhill (Cafe Nero)
A corner building which presumably a post war reconstruction. It is another commercial premises and in two rather than three storeys - here the first floor is the equivalent of two in the
neighbouring buildings both to the north at 34 and the east at 36. Interestingly it seems to relate very well to the former Woolworth’s building across the street at 24-26. It is in a very similar Neo-Georgian style with modern shop fronts at ground floor level, buff/grey bricks to the
upper storey and a stone cornice and coping to the plain parapet. The window heads have soldier course brick lintols rather than properly done flat gauged arches.
There are three bays of fenestration to the east on the Market Square while to the north there
are two, the windows are multipane sashes with their boxes exposed without architraves. On
the ground floor to the east is an area of brick walling used for notice boards for the town and a
splendid ceramic frieze commemorating Bury’s history. These are important elements in the
conservation area.
This is a reasonable post war Neo Georgian building which is inoffensive and which makes a
marginally positive contribution to the conservation area.

36 Cornhill (Carphone Warehouse)
This is a building presumably from the mid 19th C but so altered to make it a conundrum. Above
the ground floor it has two storeys of heavily painted brickwork a plain parapet above a dentiled
cornice to which is attached plastic guttering - it is a puzzle as to how the rainwater discharges into
the gutter. The ground floor has a shop front to the east, which may have some historic fabric but
a lot of modern elements, and an area of stucco render to the west which has a town map vending
machine attached. Above this there are two windows to each floor, those at first floor being much
taller, and the joinery is multipane casements, certainly not original but probably mid-late 20th C
replacements. The openings have flat gauged arch lintols.
This certainly appears to be a building of some age and while it has not been improved by later
alterations it does make some minor contribution to the conservation area.

37 Cornhill (Superdrug)
This has the appearance of a building constructed in the 1980s or 90s in an early/ mid 19 th C style
in the Georgian tradition. It is part of a single shop unit at ground level with numbers 38 and 39
but it is not known if the uppers storeys are connected in the way the ground floor is.
This particular part of the terrace has, in common with the remainder, three storeys and in common with nos 38 and 39 it is in white bricks with piers between modern shop fronts at ground
level. It appears that no 37 has been completely rebuilt in salvaged bricks and the two window
openings at each upper level have faux stone/concrete lintols. The roof is hidden behind a brick
parapet with a stone coping and a corbelled and dogs tooth brick cornice. The window joinery
appears modern too and is two over two sashes.
The building at 38 also seems to have a lot of salvaged bricks in what appears heavily repaired
masonry, which suggests there may have been some major interventions in this terrace for some
reason in the late 20th C.
A building which fits well in the conservation area to which it makes a positive contribution.
38-39 Cornhill (Superdrug)
As mentioned previously, at ground level this is a part of a single shop with no 37. This may in
effect be a single building and appears to originally have been entirely built in the late 18 th or early
19th C but no 38 seems to have had major interventions in the later 20th C, in common with no 37.
However, no 39 was formerly the Castle Hotel and was closed by Greene King in the 1980’s. It was
then altered and adapted into the adjacent retail unit at no 38. The building is in three storeys
with two window bays to no 38 and three to no 39 and modern shop fronts with brick piers at
ground level. Above the shop fascias is a stone plat band which, rather curiously, has a small pediment remaining from when the building was a hotel above a central opening at no 39. There is a
further plat band at the cill level of the first floor windows The window joinery appears to be original multipane sashes to no 39 while no 38 has modern replicas (with horns), one of the windows
to no 39 is missing replaced by painted boarding. The window openings have flat gauged arches
and these are heavily repaired to no 38. The eave projects and the roof is not visible from ground
level but a brick stack is to the east, the rainwater goods are plastic.
These are handsome buildings which make a strong positive contribution to the conservation area.

42 and 42a Cornhill (MacDonald’s and Game)
This is a building from the late 1980s/early 1990 constructed on the site of the former bus station after that was relocated to St Andrews Street North. It is divided into two shops but is a
single construction which stretches from Cornhill into Brentgovel Street where it also has a
frontage. The building has raised corners to the latter elevation which effectively form towers
between which there are five bays on that north facing elevation while there are three on the
east facing elevation.
The building is a rather complicated design in polychromatic brickwork with regular horizontal
red bands and large panels at first floor set within yellow. There are generally shop fronts between brick piers at ground level, with complex framing, however, the three eastern most bays
on the north elevation and the east tower have brick panels as does the eastern tower. At first
floor each bay has paired four pane casements while the corner towers have storey height
multipane feature glazing and a clerestory which effectively lifts the whole construction.
The roofs appear to be slated but they are not really visible above the deep eaves and the
rainwater goods metal - there are vertical recesses in the brickwork which help define the bays
and the down pipes are located within these.
This is a very well considered design and while arguably somewhat over complicated reflects
the period it was built incorporating many of the affectations of ‘post modernism’. It is also of
good materials and appropriate scale and could be considered to make some minimal contribution to the conservation area.

